ERP signs of early selective attention effects to check size.
In ERP literature on visual selective attention evidence has been provided that selectively directing attention to a spatial frequency affects the visual processing of the attended frequency, and of unattended frequencies within the same channel bandwidth, starting at a relatively late level of post-stimulus processing, i.e., after about 150 msec. Nevertheless, little knowledge is available about the topographic distribution of these attention effects. This study investigated attentional selection of stimulus relative size at occipital and latero-occipital sites, as well as at fronto-lateral sites. ERPs from posterior scalp electrode sites showed that attention to check sizes enhanced the early sensory components, thus indicating that feature-based attention may result in a modulation of sensory processing. Comparisons of the ERPs to relevant and irrelevant patterns showed an enhanced latero-occipital P90 positivity as well as an occipital N115 negativity to relevant patterns, thus also suggesting possible differential mechanisms of early attentional selectivity at these locations. Later effects of attention consisted of a selection negativity to relevant patterns at posterior electrodes, and a selection positivity at latero-frontal sites. A larger late positivity to irrelevant patterns at anterior sites also suggested an active suppression of attentional response to irrelevant information. Moreover, right-and left-sided asymmetries were found to be respectively consistent for the P90 and N115 with left hemispheric specialization for high, and right hemispheric specialization for low spatial frequencies. A stronger left-sided attentional selectivity has also been found.